Abstract-Present noisy speech enhancements algorithms are efficiently used for additive noise but not very good for convolutive noise as reverberation. And even for additive noise, the estimation of noise, when only one microphone source is provided, is based on the assumption of a slowly varying noise environment, commonly assumed as stationary noise. However, real noise is non-stationary noise, which difficult to be efficiently estimated. Spectral conversion can be used for predicting the vocal tract (spectral envelope) parameters of noisy speech without estimating the parameters of the noise source. Therefore, it can be applied to a general speech enhancement model, for both stationary and non-stationary additive noise environment, as well as convolutive noise environment, when only one microphone source is provided. In this paper, we propose a spectral conversion based speech enhancement method. The experimental results show that our method outperforms traditional methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Present single microphone speech enhancement algorithms are efficiently used for additive noise (white and colored) but not very good for convolutive noise as reverberation.
And even for additive noise, the estimation of noise, when only one microphone source is provided, is based on the assumption of a slowly varying noise environment, commonly assumed as stationary noise. However, real noise is non-stationary noise, which difficult to be efficiently estimated.
Although, multi-microphone models outperform single-channel models, the requirement of having more than one microphone in multi-microphone speech enhancement is not always impractical.
Therefore, developing a model for speech enhancement for both stationary and non-stationary additive noise environment, as well as convolutive noise environment, when only one microphone source is provided, is an Trung-Nghia PHUNG is with Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Ishikawa, Japan (email: ptnghia@jaist.ac.jp)
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important and interesting topic.
There are not many present models and algorithms can solve efficiently in this topic.
Spectral conversion is usually used in voice conversion methods. State of the art voice conversion is the GMM-based voice conversion, presented in section III.
Spectral conversion can be used for predicting the vocal tract (spectral envelope) parameters of noisy speech without estimating the parameters of the noise source [1] - [4] . Therefore, it can be applied to a general speech enhancement model, for both stationary and non-stationary additive noise environment, as well as convolutive noise environment, when only one microphone source is provided. Spectral conversion based speech enhancement was proposed in [5, 6] , and developed in [1, 2, 3, 4] .
Although spectral conversion is one promising method for speech enhancement, this kind of approach showed the two main drawbacks, making it has not attracted many researchers up to now.
The first drawback is the difficulty of source (F0) estimation in noisy environment, making it difficult to synthesize the enhanced speech. Therefore, it is difficult to directly use the spectral conversion concept in noisy speech enhancement methods Vocal tract parameters normally can be combined with source parameters to synthesize the enhanced speech. In [6] , the authors applied their model to alaryngeal speech, in which the source of distorted is easily estimated from the source of original speech. They did not apply their method for noisy speech enhancement because of the difficulty of source (F0) estimation in noisy environment.
Also due to the difficulty of estimating the source parameters in noisy environment, in [5] , predicted vocal tract parameters are just used as a means for estimating the parameters of an "optimal" linear filter. The optimal filters, Wiener filter and Kalman filter, then are used in their speech enhancement method. The first drawback of spectral conversion based noisy speech enhancement can be overcome by using the method in [1, 2, 3] , in which, instead of using traditional source/filter synthesis method to synthesize the restored speech, the BC speech (likes noisy speech) is filtered to AC speech (likes clean speech) by LP parameters of the source and the target. This method does not use any source (F0) estimation for BC speech; therefore, it has efficiently restored the AC speech from BC speech. Detail of this method will be presented in section II. The second drawback of spectral conversion based speech enhancement is the common issue in learning-based speech enhancement, in which the spectral parameters are not robust and the trained parameters therefore are largely different between noisy conditions. It causes the inefficiency of enhancement systems when the testing conditions are not match with the training conditions.
To solve this problem, in this paper, we propose the use of the perceptual LSF instead of using LPC and LSF spectral parameter. The detail will be presented in section IV. The experimental results show that our method outperforms traditional methods.
Some rest issues of spectral conversion based speech enhancement are the need of large training data and speaker independent adaptation, which are known as the common issues of speech recognition systems, will not be solved in this paper.
II. LP-BASED MODEL FOR NOISY SPEECH ENHANCEMENT
In this section, we present the LP-based model proposed for BC speech restoration in [1, 2, 3] and applied for noisy speech enhancement in this paper.
Let x(t) and y(t) be clean (AC in [4] ) and associated noisy (BC in [4] ) speech. Using LP analysis, we can present the discrete x(n), y(n) as,
x n ax n i y n ay n i
whereˆ( ) x n is the predicted signal value, x(n − i) the previous observed values, and ai the predictor coefficients (the LPC coefficients). The residual is obtained by the error between the current and the predicted samples
The two correspondent discrete x(n) and y(n) are represented by LP model in the Z-domain as below.
where X(z) and Y(z) are the Z-transforms of x(n) and y(n), P are the LP orders, and ax(i), ai(y) are the ith LPC coefficients. Here, Gx(z) and Gy(z) are the Z-transforms of the LP residuals rx(n) and ry(n). We defined the residuals ratio of x(n) and y(n) in Z (or frequency domain) as the gain k
Since the LP residuals gx(n), gy(n) are related to the glottal source information of x(n) and y(n), this kind of information may unchanged between clean (AC) and associated noisy (BC) speech signals. Figure 1 shows the values of the gain k in frequency domain of a speech sample. It reveals that this gain is approximate 5 dB around its average value over all frequencies. This result suggests that the residuals ratio in frequency domain is quite constant and can be fixed as an average constant. Let us assume that the mathematical description of transfer function h(n) from x(n) to y(n) is an M-order FIR filter. In the Z domain, it is represented as
We can obtain the equation for H-1(z) as
The noisy (BC) speech can be restored to the associated clean (AC) speech by using this inverse filtering function
LSF is used to encode LP spectral information more efficiently than other LP parameters. Let A(z) be a general LP filter on an LP representation, the LSF coefficients can be derived from a symmetric polynomial and an anti-symmetric polynomial, U(z) and V(z), as the phase of conjugated zeros. 
( 1) 1
Substituting Eqs. (8)- (10) into Eq. (7), we can obtain the equation for the inverse filtering as
Here, (Uy(z), Vy(z)) and (Ux(z), Vx(z)) are symmetric polynomial and an anti-symmetric polynomial for noisy (BC) and clean (AC) speech that are determined from LSF coefficients.
The inverse filtering therefore depends on the LSF coefficients of clean and noisy speech and the gain k.
III. THE GMM-BASED SPECTRAL CONVERSION
GMM and Neural Network (NN) are the most efficiently used for training in spectral conversion [1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8] .
It is impractical to use NN for training in huge corpus. Due to the over-training problem of NN, NN seems not suitable to train various kinds of noisy speech in one training session. Another problem of NN training is that it is difficult to adapt the NN model to unknown noise kinds of noisy speech. This problem makes difficult to build the BC restoration for open dataset noisy speech.
The results in [2, 3] are also confirmed that GMM training outperforms NN training. Therefore, in this research, we used GMM for training the joint spectral vectors of noisy and clean speech. In this section, we present the training and predicting procedure using GMM based voice conversion that we use for our noise speech enhancement. 
where M is the number of Gaussian components. N(z; µm, Σm) denotes the 2D dimension normal distribution with the mean µm and the covariance matrix Σm. αm is the prior probability of z having been generated by component m, and it satisfies 0
The parameters (αm,µm,Σm) for the joint density p(x,y) can be estimated using the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm.
B. Predicting Procedure
The transformation function that converts source feature x to target feature y is given by Eq.(13). 
IV. PERCEPTUAL LINE SPECTRAL FREQUENCY (PLSF)
In spectral conversion of noisy speech, if the training is on data with an environment identical to that for the test data, it can usually convert spectral parameters of noisy speech to those of clean speech for both additive and convolutive noise. Unfortunately, the noise is seldom known in advance.
When the data from different environments is used in training and test, the same recognizer typically performs much worse. Our goal is to understand and eliminate variance in the speech signal due to the environmental changes and thus ultimately avoid the need for extensive training of the conversion system in different environments.
The original PLP (Perceptual Linear Predictive) was proposed in [8] , in which the true spectrum is converted to the form closed with human hearing before computing the LPC coefficients. Two main techniques are used, including critical-band spectral resolution and equal-loudness pre-emphasis and compression. The PLP algorithm is shown in the figure.3.
The PLP has been shown as more robust to noise than original LPC. However, same as the original LPC, PLP coefficients seem to be inappropriate for statistical models as GMM because of their relatively large dynamic range. Therefore, in this paper, we convert the PLP into LSF representation in order to encode LP spectral information more efficient in statistical GMM conversion. 
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATIONS

A. Implementation
The general diagram of our proposed method is depicted in the figure.2. We use the PLSF parameters for LP-based model. In our experiments, the number of Gaussian components M, which should be chosen large enough if we have enough data for training, is chosen as 15, the order of LP analysis P is chosen as 20.
B. Data Preparation
The clean speech data used in our evaluation is the TIMIT English database and our Vietnamese dataset, which recorded from 20 speakers, including 10 males and 10 females. All speakers are native Vietnamese students. To build the noisy speech database, we add the noise from the NOISEX-92 database to our clean speech database. The noisy data includes three kinds of noise, which is factory, pink and white noise. The data used for objective evaluation is the TIMIT. Due to the time consuming limitation, we just evaluated the recognition scores of the LP-based methods with the white noise, SNR = -10dB, used for Vietnamese dataset.
C. Objective Evaluations for Voice Quality of Enhanced Noisy Speech
To evaluate our method, we implement and compare our method with the standard spectral subtraction method [9] and Wiener-filter based method [10] , in which all of them are non-learning based methods. We also compare our method with the standard spectral conversion method [7] applying for noisy speech enhancement.
We used PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) to objectively comparatively evaluate proposed method.
The PSNR is defined as:
where N is the length of the enhanced signal, X is the maximum absolute square value of the signal x and ||x-r|| 2 is the energy of the difference between original and enhanced signals. The results are show in the figure.4 a, b, c . The results reveal that our proposed method outperforms the others.
D. Objective Evaluations for performance in ASR of
Enhanced Noisy Speech One of interesting application of noisy speech enhancement is pre-processor for noisy automatic speech recognition (ASR). Because state of the art ASR use LPC and MFCC features [11] , we defined the LPC distance (LCD) and MFCC distance (MCD) similar to those in [1] , to evaluate the denoised performance of our proposed method in ASR. The results are show in the figure .5 a, b. The results reveal that spectral conversion based methods outperform the traditional spectral subtraction and wiener filtering. Our proposed seems not improving the ASR performance in comparison with standard spectral conversion method.
E. Subjective Evaluations for Speech Intelligibility
For English TIMIT database, we carried out the subjective tests with five subjects who had normal hearing. All are native English foreign teachers in our university. For Vietnamese dataset, we carried out the subjective tests with ten subjects who had normal hearing; all are native Vietnamese student in our university.
The speech signals of English and Vietnamese syllables were played in random order in the tests. The subjects had not heard these syllables previously and had not been trained before the experiment. They were asked to listen to each word only once and write down what they heard. Speech intelligibility could generally be evaluated using the average recognition accuracy scored by all subjects.
The results are shown in the figure.6 for English (a) and Vietnamese (b). It reveals that for both of English and Vietnamese, while non-learning based methods degrade intelligibility of speech, learning based methods improve intelligibility. In addition, our proposed method improves the speech intelligibility of enhanced speech in comparison with standard spectral conversion method.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a spectral conversion based noisy speech enhancement method using our LP based model. We conducted both objective and subjective evaluations. The experimental results show that our proposed method improves both of voice quality (PSNR) and intelligibility of speech.
